Addendum (2/2014): Analysis of the Peralta Map
When I wrote the essay “Analysis of the Peralta Map” in 1997 (on-line 2009), there were a few
points about the Peralta Map which I did not discuss. This was partially because they were not
important to the basic line of focus; however, the main point I want to cover in this essay is
something I have just recently realized while re-reading the original essay. In the original essay, I
compared a number of copies of the Peralta Map to highlight the array of differences; however,
in this essay I will be referencing only one map - a copy given me by Greg Davis - as the symbols
I will be referencing were on all the copies even if the orientation or appearance was different.
This map is shown below. A point which should be kept in mind is that no one seems to have
identified the original “Peralta Map”; in fact, even the map given to Erwin Ruth by the Gonzales
family - according to Ruth - was a copy of the original:

Figure 1 Superstition Mountain Historical Society copy.
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Discussion point 1: The arrow and 15000
In the essay “Analysis of the Peralta Map”, there was a discussion about the word:
on the map. The point of the discussion was to suggest that the “D” after the “R” was really a
“P” because the word “ESCARDADIA” did not seem to have any meaning but the Spanish word
“ESCARPADIA” could have meant escarpment ( escarpadura) or steep or craggy ( escarpado,
-da) either of which would have described the outcropping at that point in the suggested hill. It
recently occurred to me after rereading the essay that perhaps the same logic of a “P” being
mistaken as a “D” might apply to the arrow and the 1500 with the “D” below it and the squiggly
line.

Close up of the symbol:

Figure 3 Arrow & 15000
Does this operation of changing the “D” to a “P” help us in understanding anything about the
symbol? I think so! PIE in Spanish is “foot” or “sole of the foot”. The conversion factor to
convert PIE to FOOT is .9142 so 15,00 pie would be 13,710 feet or 2.84 miles; however, if one
uses just .9 as the conversion factor then it converts to 2.55 miles. Doesn’t the 2.5 miles sound
familiar? There are a number of references to 2.5 miles or a circle whose diameter is 5 miles in
the Lost Dutchman literature.
Another interesting point is that in the maps which contain a “ perfil mapa” line that only the tip
of the squiggly line extends over the “ perfil mapa” line and the rest is outside the “perfil mapa”
as if to say “change direction when leaving the canyon” which is what one has to do after
reaching Squaw Valley and leaving La-Barge Canyon. In fact the term “E TO W TO W TO S”
(in the original essay I thought the correct term was “E TO W TO N TO S” and that it was not
Spanish because WEST is OESTE in Spanish) could be interpreted this way because one is going
east to west while traveling in the La Barge Canyon and then when leaving the canyon one goes
in a southernly (or south-west) direction.
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The straight line distance from a suggested exit of La Barge Canyon to the profile viewing point
shown on the following topographic map measures 2 plus miles but as walked the distance
would probably be close to 2.5 miles:

Figure 4 General direction of travel
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Discussion point 2: The El Sombrero symbol
The map contains a label “El Sombrero” which seems to identify a peak on the map as shown in
the left side of following figure:

Based upon the position relative to the point of view of the drawing and it’s height, I have always
considered it to be Tortilla Mountain which has a height of 4918 feet as compared to Black
Mountain (the mountain to the right of it) which has a height of 3707 feet and it is about 6 miles
away. I hypothesized that there could have been - on an original map drawing - a continuation of
the Black Mountain top outline as indicated in the drawing to the right since Tortilla Mountain
does not end in La Barge Canyon as indicated. However, it should be pointed out that I could not
actually see Tortilla Mountain from the spot of my observation but it was possible to go higher
up than I went so Tortilla Mountain could be visible from a higher vantage point. Because I did
not observe Tortilla Mountain from this angle, I don’t know if it would have the outline
indicated.
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Because of the shape of El Sombrero, it is almost impossible not to think of it as Weavers
Needle; therefore, I was playing with some ideas and thought: “what if the ‘profil mapa’ is
actually an overlay of two maps?”. The following partial “profil mapa” isolating just the portions
important to the Weavers Needle Map is a result of this line of thinking:

Figure 6 Weavers Needle Isolated map

In this case of a second embedded map, El Sombrero would be Weavers Needle and the canyon
would be Needle Canyon and the 1500 would be the distance from Weavers Needle to the mine
which is also about 2.5 miles and the arrow would then be a “north pointer” indicating that the
mine is in a northerly direction from Weavers Needle . This would also suggest the word
“Escardadia” was ( escarpado, -da) used in the sense of steep describing the nature of Black Top
Mesa. The major problem with this suggestion is that Weavers Needle and the mine which is on
Black Top Mesa should actually be on the same side of Needle Canyon - which they are not. So
much for thought experiments! But consider the following.
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An interesting point about the El Sombrero symbol can be seen from a picture of Glenn Magill’s
in the book “The Killer Mountains” by Curt Gentry (although I have a number of pictures of
Weavers Needle, I don’t have one from this specific perspective in Needle Canyon and beside
this gives a historical perspective to this discussion):

Figure 7 Glenn Magill’s picture

As Glenn points out in the book, Weavers Needle appears to be the reverse of the El Sombrero
symbol!
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So, if I take a page from Glenn Magill’s play book and I reverse Weavers needle and include the
outline of the El Sombrero symbol it is easy to see what he was talking about:

Figure 8 Mirror of Weavers Needle from Needle canyon
So can one conclude - from the above discussion and hypophysis - that Weavers Needle is
actually on the other side of Needle Canyon from where it is indicated on the Peralta Map,
basically on the same side as Black Top Mesa! Was the reversing a necessary expedient because
the Peralta Map profile portion is actually two drawing, one which actually describes the profile
of the area of the mine from a fixed observational point and the other to describe the location of
the mine from a fixed local reference point? Also could the misspelling of the word
“Escardadia” by the addition of the “i” before the “a” have been a clue to the reader of the map
that it was two maps and/or that “El Sombrero” should be inverted (Spanish word for “invert” is
“invertir”). Interesting points to ponder. It seems to me that when Glenn Magill realized that
Weavers Needle was reversed (mirror imaged) he concluded that the whole map was reversed
and that is how he ended up on Bluff Springs Mountain looking for the Lost Dutchman mine.
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Another point to ponder is: “From what point of view would the ‘El Sombrero’ map have been
drawn?” since from the above discussion it would be independent from a second map.
Considering this point, I reasoned - with all things considered - that a logical position to draw it
would be to climb to the top of Black Top Mesa and draw Weavers Needle from the overlook.
The following images are from photos taken a number of years ago by Greg Davis at several
locations along the Black Top Mesa overlook:

Figure 9 Weavers picture #1

Figure 10 Weavers picture #2

Figure 11 Weavers picture #3
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If I overlay the “El Sombrero” outline into “Weavers picture #2", one can see that such a
suggestion is not out of the question! The “fit” is as good - if not better - as the one for the view
from needle canyon.

Figure 12 Weavers Needle from Black Top Mesa overlook
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So what would the other embedded map look like with El Sombrero removed? The following
image is the “profil mapa” with the El Sombrero removed:

Figure 13 Profile from a fixed location only - minus El Sombrero
In this case, the canyon is La Barge Canyon as seen from the fixed point west of the mine looking
east and the arrow is a directional pointer to the location of the mine as one leaves La Barge
Canyon and all the features are now as explained in my original essay without the
embarrassment of having to explain a mountain which does exist in that general direction but can
not be seen! This rendition would also suggest the word “Escardadia” was ( escarpado, -da)
used in the sense of craggy describing the nature of the rock outcropping between the “tunel” and
“Hoyo”.
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Discussion point 3: The floating
The portion of the map shown below has a floating
which was not discussed in the original essay:

symbol
symbol to the right of La Barge Canyon

Figure 16 La Barge Canyon section of map
The “agua” or springs along La Barge Canyon from bottom to top have been identified as La
Barge Spring, Charlebois Spring and Marsh Valley Spring in the original essay but the lone
symbol was not identified. The best guess that I have to put forward, based upon its relative
location, is that it is the spring in Music Canyon; however, I make this suggestion with caution
because the spring in Music Canyon is not very far from La Barge Canyon on the topographic
map whereas this symbol seems to indicate a spring quite a distance from the canyon. On the
other hand, perhaps not all
are created equal and that a
with a “agua” designation
does not mean the same for a
that floats alone!
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